George & Alfred Black's
SUMMER SHOWBOAT

PALACE THEATRE BLACKPOOL

PRICE 3d.
PALACE THEATRE
BLACKPOOL
Proprietors: The Blackpool Tower Co. Ltd.
Entertainments Executive Manager - KATHLEEN WILLIAMS
Licensee - Wm. H. SMITH
House Manager - R. GEOFFREY WOOD
Telephone (Box Office and all Departments) - BLACKPOOL 23233 — 25 LINES

Dances and Musical Numbers arranged by JOAN DAVIS

1. "ON THE MISSISSIPPI" with
   The 12 Mississippi Misses
   The 16 Singing Scholars
   Mike and Bernie Winters
   Pip Hinton
   and "our Albert"
   ALBERT MODLEY

2. ALBERT MODLEY ........................................ No introduction needed

3. "MOUNTAIN AIRS"
   The Mississippi Misses
   The 16 Singing Scholars
   Pip Hinton
   and
   HOLLANDER and HART

THE TAKING OF PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE THEATER IS PROHIBITED.
THE MANAGEMENT RESERVE THE RIGHT TO VARY OR OMIT ANY ACTS AT THEIR DISCRETION.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
(a) The public may leave at the end of the performance by all exits and entrances other than the stage door.
(b) All gang-ways, passages and stairways shall be kept entirely free from chairs or any other obstructions.
(c) Persons shall not be permitted to stand in any of the intersecting gangways. If standing is necessary, the gangway must be cleared of all chairs, etc.
(d) The safety curtain shall at all times be maintained in working order and shall be lowered during the performance unless otherwise instructed by the stage manager.

In accordance with the regulations, the management reserves the right to vary or omit any act at their discretion.
4. MIKE and BERNIE WINTERS ............................... T.V.'s Craziest Comedians

5. Radio and Television's ............................... "Easy to Remember' Girl
    "Lancashire's Own
    EDNA SAVAGE

6. "CUTTING OUT THE MIDDLEMAN"
    Father ........................................... Arthur Sumner
    Mother ......................................... Barbara Newman
    Their Son ..................................... ALBERT MODLEY
    A Visitor ...................................... Matt Leamore

7. "THE CIRCUS PARADE"
    with
    The Mississippi Misses
    The 16 Singing Scholars
    The Ringmaster ............................... Pip Hinton
    introducing
    The Sensational Continental Novelty
    THE 4 NAJARROS

    — INTERVAL —

8. "LITTLE OLD NEW YORK" with
    The 12 Mississippi Misses
    and
    Pip Hinton

9. "AFTER TIME"
    Landlord ........................................... Matt Leamore
    1st Customer .................................... Arthur Sumner
    2nd Customer ................................... Gordon Webster
    Mr. Albert ...................................... ALBERT MODLEY

NOTICE: NOzell is strictly forbidden
in ANY PART OF THE PROGRAMME WITHOUT PREVIOUS NOTICE.

Remains of the Blackpool Corporation:—
2.7 than those used as queue waiting-rooms, and the doors of such exits and entrances shall at that time be open.

Folding shall be permitted at the rear of the seating, sufficient space shall be left for persons to pass easily to and fro.

Prayer is not to be said at the beginning of and during the time of every performance.
10. "UP IN THE AIR"

The Mississippi Misses

Pip Hinton

Introducing PAULETTE and her trained French Poodle, RENÉE

11. MIKE and BERNIE WINTERS and their "CRAZY AUCTION"

12. FRANCIS LANGFORD'S SIXTEEN SINGING SCHOLARS

At the Piano – Monty Stidford

13. "OUR ALBERT"

ALBERT MODLEY

14. "UP IN THE CLOUDS" with

THE FULL COMPANY


Musical Director ........................................ Ivan Hackenby
Manager and Stage Manager ......................... Gordon Stratford
Wardrobe Mistress .................................... Hillary Holliday

General Manager ..................................... Harold Boyes

Ayres & Sonner, Ltd., Blackpool